Portable Smart Rising Seat

The SitnStand makes any seat / chair easy to sit and stand from.
• No power cords - which become a risk hazard.
• Totally portable - weighs 3 kgs complete.
• Help to maintain independence for as long as possible.
• Can use on any chair.
• Makes going out easier and more enjoyable.
Lightweight and portable.
Is ideal for visiting, travelling
and for use in and
around the home.

Suitable for any style of
chair, armchair or sofa.

Anti-slip
technology

Comfortable to sit on
when seated for
extended periods
of time

Easy push
button control
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Simple as Plug & Play
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Portable Smart Rising Seat

As we get older or have a disability the task of sitting down and then getting up again is difficult without
assistance. The SitnStand is designed, with a push of a button, to inflate, and achieve a similar rising effect as
the Riser Recliner but it is portable and lightweight.
The SitnStand can be used on your current chairs or sofa, so need to swap out your existing furniture.
Comfortable:
Comfort is essential.
When fully deflated (level 0), you will still feel like you are sitting on your favourite chair.
The cushion seat cover is removeable and machine washable.
Portable and Lightweight:
Weighs only 3 kgs including the carry bag with strap, battery and charger. Easy to switch between chairs
around the house or take with you if leaving the house. When in the carry bag - is about the size of a large
briefcase.
Weight Limit:
Lifts up to 120kgs.
The SitnStand has 4 chambers and can inflate to various heights - allowing for the different heights of
people and of chairs.
Function:
Is controlled with a simple up / down button that allows you to inflate it to 4 height levels, according to
your height and that of the chair.
Comes with a rechargeable battery, capable of working for a week (80 - 90 inflated rounds).
Overnight charging takes 4-6 hours.

Take with you and use on any chair. Works just like the riser recliner except its portable.
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